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Construction of the experiment cavern on the £7th level of the

SCVSii.ll iron nins in northern Kinnesota tegar. early this year anc ::ill be

oor.plete early in 19c5. The first 1200 tons cf the cetectcr itself is

also usier cor.stracticr. ir. the U3 ar.C L'K; instillation will begin, ir. mic!

1</6t>. Physics exploitation v:ill begir. early in 1$36 ap.a the first 12CC

tor. r.ocuie v:ill be complete early in 1i£7- The detector n.ay bt-

to cetv.seri 3 £;TJ IJ suci. rotules is the civerr..
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The detector is an iron tracking calorimeter (p=2) consisting of

stacks of corrugated steel sheets each 1.2sm thick. The corrugations

form hexagons! channels 1m Icng and 16BE in diameter. A uniforr, electric

field along these channels is provided by the voltage gracing arising

froc the constant standing current in the Kytrel tubes (p s 2x10 'f.en:)

that line each channel. The tubes are insulated fror. the steel by sheets

of mylar. lonization in the gas in the tubes drifts in the unifcrr. field

to the end of the tube where it is acplified linearly and detected by a

r:£trix of ar.ode wires and cathode strips. The electronics registers toth

the drift titr.e and the pulse height of all signals.

This design has the following important features:

a) It acts as a rather isctrcpie calorimeter - the 'bad* directions lie

in a seall axial cere rcther than in a large equatorial zene as is

the case for standard plate calorir.eterc

b) Ey catching both pulse height and drift titse each track Lit giver a

full 3-diaer.sior.al space pcir.t with cE/dx pulse height for every ̂kr.z

cf iro.i absorber. The dE/dx information gives good discrimination or.

the direction of slowing or stepping tracks as v:ell ss particle

identification.

c) The drift char.ber and electronics are continuously active.

Consequently *he read-out trigger can operate at z low threshold and

the experiment has good response even for tracks that are beloi:

threshold for Cerenkcv radiatior. in «ater.

A one ton rrc-cule ef this construction has been built ar.c tested.

The encouraging results of these tests will be exhibited in a poster

session at the Leipzig Conference and sufciitted ir. full to Sucicar

Instruments & rethotir in the near future.


